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Disclaimer
The information, documentation and figures available in this deliverable, is written by the
Fed4FIRE (Federation for FIRE) – project consortium under EC co‐financing contract FP7‐ICT‐
318389 and does not necessarily reflect the views of the European Commission. The
European Commission is not liable for any use that may be made of the information
contained herein.
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Executive Summary
The Services and Applications community gathers relevant players within ICT Challenge 1 (Obj 1.2,
1.3, 1.5 and FI‐PPP). All partners within Fed4FIRE are members of relevant communities and
participate in associated FIRE projects (BonFIRE, TEFIS, EXPERIMEDIA and SmartSantander).
Additionally, several Fed4FIRE partners are involved in the FI‐PPP initiative (ATOS, Fraunhofer,
iMinds, IT‐Innovation, UC etc.).
Six varied use cases have been developed in order to illustrate the benefits of joining several
testbeds together. These use cases have been designed by different project partners based on their
experiences in real‐world collaborative scenarios involving heterogeneous resources and thus
represent research and commercial trends:









The Smart Stadium is inspired by a smart mobility offering Atos delivers to customers [1] as a
new generation of mobile solution that offers real‐time and relevant contextual data. This
scenario also gathers elements from FI‐PPP vertical use cases (Outsmart [2] and Agrifood
[3]).
The online gaming depicts a real challenge for online games providers today and a current
research topic. The FP6 project Edutain@Grid showed that it is possible to use SLA‐based
management of cloud hosting across multiple data centres to scale and load balance
applications dynamically and securely, while reducing start‐up costs [7].
Research into Public Safety Communications has applications for both a commercial and
societal benefits.
In a similar way, the increase of smartphone users demanding processing and storage to
occur [5] in the cloud is a trend that matches the cloud back‐end for mobile applications use
case.
Participatory sensing is an example of social innovation in the framework of SmartSantander
[6].
Vienna Trees is one of the applications that will be developed in the framework of the FI‐PPP
Envirofi project [4].

Each use case has produced a set of requirements from the perspective of what would be required to
deploy them in a federated infrastructure. These requirements have been assembled under the
functional areas that Fed4FIRE has considered for achieving a federation:





Experiment lifecycle: including discovery, reservation and experiment control
Measurement and Monitoring: covering metrics, instrumentation, data management
Trustworthiness: gathering federated identity management and access control, privacy,
accountability, SLA management
Interconnection: including access networks, routing, etc.

Requirements have also been prioritised according to:


If they are related to infrastructure in general or to a concrete scenario.
For example, most infrastructure requirements are “High” priority because they relate to
generic infrastructure and federation features the experimenters will rely on to run their
experiments. Conversely, a “scenario requirement” is a specific need for implementing one
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use case. Although it is not the purpose of this exercise to deploy all these use cases,
requirements have been abstracted as much as possible in order to provide generic features
that an experimenter would probably like to have.
How critical they are for the federation.
Critical requirements are considered essential as far as the Fed4FIRE’s federation concept is
concerned.
How achievable they would be for the first cycle of developments.

The list of high and medium priority requirements can be found in section 4. High‐priority
requirements are considered essential and their implementation should be included in the first cycle
of developments as much as possible and as long as this is feasible in terms of other possible
constraints (e.g. effort). Medium‐priority requirements are considered as important and, although
not essential, their implementation could be included in the first cycle of developments as long as
this is feasible in terms of effort. If not developed, they must at least be taken into account during
design of the first phase in order to avoid later reworking or costly adaptations.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
CDN
FI‐PPP
GUI
IP
LTE
M2M
Wi‐Fi

Content Data Network
Future Internet Public Private Partnership
Graphical User Interface
Internet Protocol
Long Term Evolution
Machine to Machine
Wireless Fidelity
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this document “D4.1 First input from community to architecture” is to gather
requirements from the Services and Applications community’s perspective in order to build a
federation of FIRE facilities.
The Services and Applications community gathers relevant players within ICT Challenge 1 (Obj 1.2,
1.3, 1.5 and FI‐PPP). All partners within Fed4FIRE are members of relevant communities and
participate in associated FIRE projects (BonFIRE, TEFIS, EXPERIMEDIA and SmartSantander).
Additionally, several Fed4FIRE partners are involved in the FI‐PPP initiative (ATOS, Fraunhofer,
iMinds, IT‐Innovation, UC etc.)
Our engagement is to extract the requirements for experimentation on a federated FIRE platform by
identifying the research challenges and commercial interests in the communities involved, and to
correlate them against functionality in the WP4 and WP3 facilities as well as other facilities that could
join Fed4FIRE.
Six varied use cases have been developed in order to illustrate the benefits of joining several
testbeds together. These use cases represent research and commercial trends and all of them would
require experimenting on several facilities. Each use case has produced a set of requirements from
the perspective of what would be required to deploy them in a federated infrastructure.
The requirement elicitation has also been done differentiating these functional areas covering
different aspects:
 Experiment lifecycle: including discovery, reservation and experiment control
 Measurement and Monitoring: covering metrics, instrumentation, data management
 Trustworthiness: gathering federated identity management and access control, privacy,
accountability, SLA management
 Interconnection: including access networks, routing, etc.
The requirement elicitation process will follow the iterative release cycles of Fed4FIRE:



The first release captures high‐level requirements derived from use cases and will be used as
a starting point.
Later iterations will consider more advanced, cross‐cutting issues as well as feedback from
external stakeholders within the Services and Applications community gathered at different
events organized within this community and questionnaires. The follow up FI‐PPP application
scenarios will also be taken into account. Later versions of requirements will be provided in
M12 and M22.
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This document is structured as follows:




Section 2 gathers the description of initial use cases including, among other information, a
storyboard and the technology that would be involved.
Section 3 provides high level requirements derived from use cases
Section 4 contains a summarized version of the requirements matrix for later tracing
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2 Use Cases
This section includes six use cases that have been studied as a first source of requirements for the
Service Community. These are: Smart Stadium; Online Gaming; Public Safety Communication; Cloud
Back‐end for Mobile Apps; Participatory Sensing and Vienna Trees.
The interest of such cases is the combined use ‐and the federation‐ of several facilities as the
mechanism to enable “the research by experimentation” over these complex scenarios.
All scenarios are inspired in real ongoing and realistic needs coming from different sources, from
current market and/or research trends to FIRE projects that run on these facilities or even on FI‐PPP
vertical projects:









The Smart Stadium use case is inspired by a smart mobility offering Atos delivers to
customers [1] as a new generation of mobile solution that offers real‐time and relevant
contextual data. This scenario also gathers elements from FI‐PPP vertical use cases (Outsmart
[2] and Agrifood [3]).
The Online Gaming use case depicts also a real challenge for online games providers today
and a current research topic. The FP6 project Edutain@Grid showed that it is possible to use
SLA‐based management of cloud hosting across multiple data centres to scale and load
balance applications dynamically and securely, while reducing start‐up costs [7].
The Public Safety Communications use case is a research area that can lead to both
commercial and societal benefits. .
In a similar way, the increase of smartphone users demanding processing and storage to
occur [5] in the cloud is a trend that matches the Cloud Back‐end for Mobile Applications use
case.
The Participatory Sensing use case is an example of social innovation in the framework of
SmartSantander [6].
The Vienna Trees use case is one of the applications that will be developed in the framework
of the FI‐PPP Envirofi project [4].
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2.1 Smart Stadium
Scenario Name
Background /
Rationale

Smart Stadium
A Smart Stadium offers a wide range of advanced real‐time services that rely on
interacting heterogeneous infrastructure back‐ends, service platforms and
different access networks. This scenario includes some reference cases from FI‐
PPP projects such as Outsmart [2] and Agrifood [3]

Picture

Figure 1: Smart Stadium use case

Scenario
description
(Storyboard)

The crowd is outside the Smart Stadium carrying different smartphones in their
pockets. Before arriving at the control access gates, a message on a smartphone
screen recommends the access gate with the lowest waiting time. Access gates
grant access checking the smartphone holder’s identity against the list of users
having bought tickets for the show. Policemen supervise the entry gates and
request additional identification information for suspicious users using a
fingerprint capture device that sends the information to the police database.
Once inside the Stadium, public is warned on their smartphones the show will
begin in 25 minutes. The smartphone indicates there is time for fetching some
refreshments or buying the preferred and exclusive team’s t‐shirt at the Stadium
Store, where 2 t‐shirts are still on stock. Our supporter decides to head for the
shop and purchase the item. Payment is done by mobile phone.
A message warns the show is about to start, indicating users the way to their
seats.
From their seats, users capture the atmosphere and upload images and video to
their preferred social networks. The Stadium provides broadband internet access
on a pay‐per‐usage basis.
As soon as the show begins, security agents check corridors using their internal
surveillance TV circuit. Agents communicate using push‐to‐talk service over their
Public Security network.
From the press centre facilities, high definition streaming helps identify and track
11 of 55
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Scenario Name

Potential
experimenters
Technologies
and facilities
involved

Smart Stadium
sportsmen.
During the break, augmented reality services tell stories about past events at the
Stadium. While waiting in the row for a snack, some users wish to replay the best
moments during the performance. Other related videos are recommended
according to other user’s preferences.
The audience can also take advantage of shopping facilities within the Stadium.
As the spectator walks into the shop, his personal device receives notifications
regarding different products of their interest according to their shopping files,
their budget, available discounts for belonging to the Stadium loyalty programs.
Users can pay using their mobile device and make sure that they have still
enough money to pay the taxi back home. As stock decreases in the shop, logistic
services are warned for replenishment needs. [3]
During the match, the waste management service collects data from intelligent
waste baskets and organizes cleaning according to real‐time needs. This
guarantees that waste bins are never over‐used and that the cleaning service can
be managed in an efficient way. Intelligent waste baskets should make the work
of the employees easier thanks to the monitoring of fill level (and contents) and
increase general sense of duty for public cleanliness and providing means to
improve it by indicating overloaded waste baskets and “muck corners”.
Before the show is over, taxis are massively warned about services being
required at the Stadium.
IT providers, network operators for different wired and wireless technologies,
Media content owners and publishers, cloud providers, M2M providers
Cloud, Wi‐Fi, Bluetooth, LTE, Tetra, IP Cameras, Ethernet, Encoders
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2.2 Online Gaming
Scenario Name
Background /
Rationale

Online Gaming
Providers of online games often have a number of infrastructure challenges to
overcome in order to deliver the game to its players. This scenario aims to use a
combined set of the facilities in Fed4FIRE to enable experimenters to conduct
experiments that let them investigate strategies to address some of these
challenges.

Picture

Figure 2: Online Gaming use case

Scenario
description
(Storyboard)

The scenario is primarily concerned with investigation of the effects of changing
loads across computing. The experiment may itself be run along the lines of a
“multiplayer resource management game”, where the experimenters play the
role of delivery controllers for different services using the same resource pool of
hosters and network, and all aim to get the resources they require at a cost they
are prepared to pay.
A real‐time online multiplayer game (e.g. a first person shooter where players
shoot each other and monsters) is created by a software vendor, and hosted at a
game hoster. Players access the game via their ISP and over wide area networks.
The players need an acceptable level of quality of service for the games, and a
major factor is responsiveness (in many games this is measured as frame rate –
how fast the screen can update in response to the player’s movements and
actions). To achieve responsiveness, two major elements are required:
 Sufficient processing power on the computing resources hosting the
game; and
 Acceptably small network latency (delay) to deliver the real‐time game
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Scenario Name

Online Gaming
data to the player.
The computing and network resources providing the game need to be scalable
to meet varying demand – players may join and leave the game at short notice
and the same quality of service to all players. This must be balanced against
minimising costs – it would be inefficient to over‐provision computing and
network resources to accommodate peak loads of users.
The essence of this scenario therefore is to utilise the facilities in the project to
investigate dynamic resourcing strategies that balance capacity and cost of both
computing and network resources in the face of changing loads on the resources
and demands from the game.
Experimenters investigating this scenario can run experiments that use real
computing and network resources with different loads (the loads change when
new players join or leave the game, or there is external demand on the
computing or network resources). We imagine that there will be a market of
game hosters and that the experimenters will have the ability to dynamically
migrate between them or select multiple hosters to achieve the resources
required. The experimenters can investigate the effect of scaling the computing
or network resources up or down on the quality of service required by the
players, and how this is balanced against the costs to deliver that quality of
service.
A major additional factor is that the resources used for the game may also be
utilised for external purposes – this is particularly applicable for the network,
where many classes of traffic from many different users are transmitted over it.
This means that there may be unpredictable variations in resource availability,
adding to the challenges for the experimenter.
This scenario will learn lessons from one completed EC project and cooperate
with another that is just starting. The FP6 project Edutain@Grid showed that it is
possible to use SLA‐based management of cloud hosting across multiple data
centres to scale and load balance applications dynamically and securely, while
reducing start‐up costs. However, the project also highlighted that although
computational load and cost can be managed, network bottlenecks are
introduced which limit the scalability and quality of experience. The challenge of
addressing the network aspect of the overall quality of service is being
addressed in the newly‐started OFERTIE project, and we plan to consult with
OFERTIE to determine experimental requirements, and this may lead to possible
closer collaboration with OFERTIE.
This scenario is widely applicable outside gaming, so addressing its requirements
is well justified. Other types of interactive application include training
environments, engineering design simulation, desktop as a service, medicine /
surgery, etc. Once the challenges for this scenario are addressed, many
worthwhile interactive applications can be supported.
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Scenario Name
Potential
experimenters

Online Gaming
The stakeholders in the experiment are as follows:
 Game author
 Game hoster
 Network operator
 Player
 Delivery controller
The last stakeholder above is the entity responsible for delivering the quality of
service, and can observe the conditions of available resource and demand, make
provisioning decisions, and see the effect of their decisions. It is expected that
the main experimenter of this scenario will be the delivery controller, as they
have the most control in the scenario, and they can control elements such as:
 which hosters to select
 how much computing resource to use
 how much network bandwidth to use

Technologies
and facilities
involved

It is the delivery controller’s challenge to manage resources under varying load
conditions such as the variation of the demands of network users (most of which
are using the network for many various purposes unconnected with the game
delivery).
For this scenario, we will need a combination of facilities that offer computing
and network resources connected together so the results of the computing (i.e.
the game data) are delivered over the network resources. Other requirements
include the following.
 We need to be able to create load on the resources to model real load
on the computing resources and network traffic.
 We need to be able to scale computing and network resources up and
down. This means we need to be able to control elements such as how
many computing resources we use (these may be in one site or across
multiple sites), and how much network bandwidth we use.
 We need to monitor the load on computing and network resources.
 We need to be able to determine costs of our use of the computing and
network resources.
A good candidate for a network scaling facility is OpenFlow / OFELIA. This
enables scaling the network to suit the application, which is exactly our
requirement. We also think facilities provided by BonFIRE would be appropriate
for the computing resources of an online gaming application, as BonFIRE
provides a facility for large scale cloud resources, with multiple providers of
computing resources. Therefore, combining these two provides a federated
computing and network testbed, with federation between computing and
network facilities, and also between different computing facilities.
Simulated and real end users (players) can be combined in the same experiment.
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Scenario Name

Online Gaming
At least two facilities are required: one for computing resources, and one for
network resources. It is desirable that additional computing facilities are also
utilised as this will give the experiment an opportunity to investigate migration
and scaling across multiple organisations (represented here by the facilities
themselves).
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2.3 Public Safety Communication
Scenario Name
Background /
Rationale

Toxic chemical release
This scenario attempts to capture experiment requirements for a disaster
response and management scenario. It involves sensors, mobile
communications, fusion of simulation and measured data, management of
infrastructures such as roads and hospitals, and providing public information, all
in a time critical manner.

Picture

Figure 3: Toxic Chemical Release use case

Scenario
description
(Storyboard)

A leak of toxic chemicals into the atmosphere is detected from a chemical plant
near a population centre.
Authorities need to measure and forecast the event. They do so using sensor
data, weather forecasts, and dispersion models.
Authorities identify risk areas and enact evacuation plans. This involves notifying
the public using a wide variety of means. Public transport must be controlled to
facilitate evacuations. Road management must be in place to cope with
increased traffic. Vulnerable people such as the elderly and mobility impaired
must be located and moved to safety.
The public are able to provide real‐time information which may assist the
emergency services. There may be requests for information or help from the
public from a variety of sources. The information must be collected, filtered and
used.
The public authorities must manage the impact. Rescue teams must be directed
to where they are needed. Hospitals must be able to forecast casualties and
match this with capacity.
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Scenario Name

Toxic chemical release

Technologies
and facilities
involved

The police must deploy mobile incident centres to ensure law enforcement
during the crisis.
Potential end‐users would be, for example: Public administrations, Emergency
services, Police services. The number of end‐users is unknown, could be very
large as the scenario is extendable (e.g. TV and media reporting is not covered).
As far as technology involved in the scenario, we can identify:






Sensors for detection
Mobile communications for public information
Elastic computing for sudden demand for simulating and analysing
scenarios and forecasting
Technologies to analyse real‐time data streams from the public
Technologies to locate individuals.

Required facilities would be wireless testbeds for mobile aspects. Cloud
computing testbeds for on‐demand processing.
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2.4 Cloud back‐end for mobile apps
Scenario Name
Background /
Rationale

Cloud back‐end for mobile apps
In this scenario service providers prepare their infrastructure for use by many
thin clients, coming from desktop PC connected through ADSL, mobile users over
Wi‐Fi and various cellphone technology (3G, LTE, …).
What needs to be tested before launching such a service is the number and
configuration of servers needed to maintain a good quality of experience, in the
presence of a widely varying number of users using a wide variety of connection
technologies.
Before deploying an improved version of the service (relying on more advanced
data‐mining techniques or automated video indexing), the impact of the new
versions of the algorithm must be assessed in the presence of high load.

Picture

Figure 4: cloud back‐end for mobile apps use case
Scenario
description
(Storyboard)

* A notable weather event is on‐going, for example a snow storm
* During that event, users are massively using their phones to upload pictures
and videos and talking about that event.
* Behind the scenes, a social media service provider sees a massive increase in
traffic, prompting the need for more processing power to transcode videos,
photos, handle the incoming traffic and data‐mine the uploaded contents to
optimize advertising placement.

Technologies
and facilities
involved

Service providers as experimenters would use at least 2 facilities for each
experiment: one for the datacentre part, one for the thin clients. The technology
involved includes mobile phones, 3G, WiFi, thin clients, data centres with
horizontal scaling capabilities and data backends, CDNs
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2.5 Participatory sensing
Scenario Name
Background /
Rationale

Participatory Sensing
This scenario is based on SmartSantander platform and provides a realistic
situation under which this FIRE facility would be used along with an additional
service platform.

Picture

Figure 5: Participatory Sensing use case

Scenario
description
(Storyboard)

In this scenario users utilize their mobile phones to send physical sensing
information, e.g. GPS coordinates, compass, environmental data such as noise,
temperature, etc. This information feeds the SmartSantander platform. Users
can also subscribe to services such as “the pace of the city”, where they can get
alerts for specific types of events currently occurring in the city. Users can
themselves also report the occurrence of such events, which will subsequently
be propagated to other users that are subscribed to the respective type of
events, etc.
The users receive the notifications on the occurred events via a smartphone
application, phone calls, SMS and e‐mails in the preferred language.
All the users that are interested in receiving the notifications have to subscribe
to the service, defining their personal profile (including e.g., the preferred
language), selecting the information they are interested in. This subscription can
be done via web interface; if the Council wants to provide the service also to
users without web access, it can provide a phone number of a help desk to be
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Scenario Name

Participatory Sensing
called in order to subscribe the service with operator support.
* Maria has finished working for the day and is going home by bus. She catches
the bus in front of her workplace and the trip normally takes around 20 minutes.
Unfortunately, today there is a lot of traffic for unknown reasons. After 10
minutes stuck in traffic, she sees that the reason was an accident. She uses her
smartphone to report that there was an accident in the location she is currently
at. Her colleague Carla that uses also this application receives an alert in her
smartphone that there is an accident in that area and decides then to take
another route home.
* Antonio and his wife Carmen don’t have a smartphone to use the application,
so they register themselves to the notification service using their home PC to
receive information on traffic situation in the area they daily pass through.
When Maria reports the accident, Antonio is at his office and receives the
information on his mobile with a call and an SMS. So Antonio comes back home
taking another route. At the same time, Carmen stays at home and receives a
call on fixed phone just a few minutes before her usual turn to go to the gym, so
she decides to use the next turn instead.
* José is a municipal guard in Santander. At the beginning of his shift time, he
subscribes to the notification service indicating the area where he works. Ana is
subscribed to PSens service and is driving her car near a school. She observes
that in front of the school, there is a tree that is falling down due to a
windstorm, so there is a serious danger for the students that will go out from
the school in a short time. She uses her smartphone to report the need of an
urgent intervention. Since the school is in José’s working area, he receives the
notification. He immediately goes to the school and blocks the passage under
the tree just before the exit of the students. Afterwards, he calls firemen that
arrive and remove the tree.
* Luis is close to his home. He is walking on the sidewalk and sees that there is a
big hole in the middle of the street; this is maybe due to the heavy rain in the
last months. Using his smartphone he reports the anomaly giving the details and
sending a picture. The city council then receives an alert about this anomaly and
decides to take a quick action by sending someone responsible to fix this as soon
as possible, because this street has heavy traffic.
* Pedro is a sports fan. He is on vacation for the first time in Santander and not
sure what to do this afternoon so he decides to check what sports events are in
the city during the afternoon. Using his mobile phone he can see that there will
be a football match between Santander and Barcelona at 18:00 and since he
does not know where the stadium is located, the phone assists him on getting
there by displaying a route from the place he is located currently to the stadium.
* Jorge is an active member of environmental groups and a cyclist as well; he
decides to take part in SmartSantander activities and help in reporting
environmental data with the help of his smartphone. He mounts his smartphone
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Scenario Name

Technologies
and facilities
involved

Participatory Sensing
on his bicycle and uses it to record noise levels, road and traffic condition data
through a SmartSantander application and then uploads it to the system.
Similarly, other members of the cyclist community upload their own data to the
system and help to build a map of the noisiest places in the urban area.
* Irene is frequently passing by some of the neighbourhoods where some of the
SmartSantander stationary infrastructure is situated. She is aware of the project
goals and decides to help out; she uses her smartphone to communicate with
the infrastructure and offload the data recorded in her device.
It is possible that Services and tools developed in the application scenario can be
exploited in other applications eg. Parking Application: publish/diffuse free
parking spots, Augmented Reality: publish events concerning touristic activities.
In this experiment, the experimenter would be the service provider. Other end‐
users would also be involved, mainly citizens (40 in beta phase), but also media
content owners and publishers, local shops, city council.
The technology required for this scenario includes sensors, mobile phones, 3G,
Wi‐Fi, cloud services, web services and the facility used would be
SmartSantander, a service platform and some cloud facility for storage
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2.6 Vienna Trees
Scenario Name
Background /
Rationale

Vienna Trees
This use case from FI‐PPP Envirofi project [4] represents the case of an
application providing information on surrounding trees, which is held by the
Vienna’s Open Government Data initiative. The application is interactive and
allows users to introduce new findings and label them according to their
expertise profile (that changes dynamically according to other user’s interaction)
and indicting their level of certainty.

Picture

Figure 6: Vienna Trees use case

Scenario
description
(Storyboard)

A botanic amateur uses a smartphone to obtain information on all trees
registered within the city of Vienna. Data are provided by the city of Vienna’s
Open Government Data initiative, including all trees within the cadastre of the
city.
Based on the user’s current location, information on the trees in the direct
vicinity will be displayed. This display can take several forms, either a list of trees
in the area or a map showing the locations of the individual trees or even via
augmented reality, with markers for the individual trees superimposed on the
user’s surrounds.
Depending on the number of trees in the user’s vicinity, the user may want to
filter the trees displayed (e.g species identification, ID number, tree height,
circumference of the trunk, diameter of the crown and year of planting).
For further interaction with the application, the user may select a specific tree
from the list provided. Once a tree has been selected the user can perform
various actions pertaining to this specific tree.
The simplest level of user interaction based on a specific tree is the display of all
information available for this tree in the cadastre. As additional information such
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Scenario Name

Vienna Trees
as comments or images are added to the existing tree record, this information
will also be made available to the user. Additional information such as maximum
height, average lifespan, fruits, etc. can be added.
In addition to viewing the information available on a specific tree, the user will
also be offered the possibility to provide further information on it. This can be a
simple textual comment or a user may choose among given labels or icons to tag
the tree. Some of the tags also allow the user to provide further textual
information to this specific tag type, or select a value from a code‐list (i.e. tree
health: good, bad, dead). In addition, the user may provide images of the tree or
evaluate an existing image provided by another user (“Like/dislike”, “Right
identification/Wrong identification”). If there are multiple uploaded photos of a
single tree, the user may choose their favorite picture.
If the user sees a tree that is not available via the app, the user may provide a
new occurrence record for it. The locational information will be provided via the
GPS functionality of the mobile device. In addition, the user must provide at least
a preliminary identification of the tree. The identification will have a level of
confidence based on the user’s trust rating which can be further modified by the
user depending on their confidence of the identification.
User trust ratings for different user profiles can be modified according to the
acceptance of their identifications:
- Taxonomic expert (100%)
-

Biologist (80%)

-

Advanced amateur (60%)

-

Amateur(40%)

There are also several level of confidence:
- Very confident: 100%

Technologies
and facilities
involved

-

Semi‐confident: 60%

-

Not confident: 20%

Service providers, application providers would be experimenters for this use
case. There would also be end‐users involved. The main technologies are wireless
and cloud and the facilities required would be an access network, a cloud facility,
and a service platform.
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3 Requirements
Use cases described in section 2 have produced requirements that have been analysed, grouped,
filtered and prioritised.
All requirements are presented using the same format:

Source













Req. id

Req.
statement

Req.
description

Priority

Comments

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Source: Use case that has provided the requirement.
o Smart Stadium ‐ STADIUM
o Online Gaming ‐ GAME
o Toxic Chemical Release – PSAFETY
o Cloud back‐end for mobile apps ‐ CLOUDBE
o Participatory sensing ‐ PSENSING
o Vienna Trees – TREES
When the requirement is shared among several use cases it is considered as generic ‐GEN.
Requirement Id: Requirement Identifier to ease tracing (“ST.Area.number”)
o ST stands for Services and Tools
o Areas :
 1: Experiment Workflow and Lifecycle Management
 2: Measurement and Monitoring
 3: Trustworthiness
 4: Facility Management
o Requirement number: 001, 002, etc.
Requirement statement: Brief description of the requirement.
Requirement description: Descriptive text for the requirement.
Priority: the priority has been set according to the following criteria:
o High: Should be implemented for the first development cycle of Fed4FIRE
o Medium: Should be implemented in later iterations
o Low: nice to have but not essential.
Comments: additional information regarding the requirement
Scenario/infrastructure: Scenario requirements are specific to a scenario (e.g. what the
scenario need to do), and Infrastructure requirements are those derived from Scenario
requirements that Fed4FIRE need to provide in its infrastructure to support the scenarios.
Justification of scenario: Provides the reason why requirements have been included (the aim
of the each requirement). A justification has been provided for infrastructure requirements
because these are derived from several use cases.

A priority has been set to requirements according to (in order):


If they are related to infrastructure in general or to a concrete scenario.
For example, most infrastructure requirements are all “High” priority because they relate to
generic infrastructure and federation features the experiments will rely on to run
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experiments. Conversely, a “scenario requirement” is a specific need for implementing one
use case. Although it is not the purpose of this exercise to deploy all these use cases,
requirements have been abstracted as much as possible in order to provide generic features
that an experimenter would probably like to have.
How critical they are for the federation.
Critical requirements are considered essential as far as Fed4FIRE’s federation concept is
concerned and must imperatively be met.
How achievable they would be for the first cycle of developments.
According to what should be achievable for the first cycle of developments, only some of
these requirements have been prioritized. For example, SLA management‐related
requirements are mostly “Medium” or “Low”priority.

Because an experiment involves different stakeholders, we have identified and tried to differentiate
these three for the sake of clarity:




Facility provider: this is the infrastructure owner
Experimenter: person in charge of launching and controlling an experiment. Typically, the
experimenter will use the Fed4FIRE tools for experimentation.
Service users: an experiment may involve several players that use the facilities as services as
part of the experiment. These take part of the experiment but are not need to control it.

Figure 7: Different Stakeholders of Fed4FIRE
As an example, in a scenario such as online gaming, the experimenter would provide instructions to
players and would manage the experiment for providing them better service delivery. The players
would be the service users in this case.
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3.1 Experiment Workflow and Lifecycle Management
Experiment lifecycle management includes resource description and discovery, resource requirements of the experiment, resource reservation, resource
provisioning, experiment control, monitoring and permanent storages.
3.1.1

Resource Discovery

Source
PSENSING

PSENSING

PSENSING

Req. id
ST.1.001

ST.1.002

ST.1.003

Priority

Comments

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Req. statement

Req. description

Update of resources
list on external
resources

Fed4FIRE must provide information
concerning
existing
and
available
resources across testbeds. Provide up to Medium
date information of available devices
automatically

This requirement is also
related to monitoring of Infrastructure
availability

Experimenters need to know
what
available
resources
Fed4FIRE offers to run an
experiment

Resilience to
resources appearing
and disappearing

Fed4FIRE must recover automatically from
the disappearance of a resource and
maintain the continuity of experiments so
that the user's experience is enhanced. Medium
Moreover, Fed4FIRE should allow auto‐
registration of external resources (e.g.
mobile devices).

External devices involved in an
experiment as service users
will not always be connected.
Nodes might go up and down
Infrastructure
on their will. This can be also
applied to external resources
belonging to service providers
(experimenters).

This requirement is important in
case external resources such as
mobile devices are involved in
an experiment as end‐users

Unified interface for
register external
resources

Fed4FIRE should provide a standardised
way of registering and unregistering
external devices that contribute to
generate new information to be stored on
a testbed. This way, experimenters will
only have to communicate with this
Medium
component/interface to cope with the
registration and deregistration of the
external resources. External resources
include different devices, from an
smartphone, tablet, to a dedicated user
hardware etc.

It relates to registration of
resources
in
testbeds,
Infrastructure
specification of resources,
advertising

A standardised interface for
registering resources will enable
all testbeds to register more
easily than if they had to learn
many different registration
procedures.
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Source

Req. id

PSENSING

GEN

3.1.2

ST.1.005

Req. description

Priority

Comments

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Justification of requirement

Identity. External
resource anonymity

The real id or owner of the device
(external resource involved in an
experiment) has to be kept hidden for Medium
Service Users in order to avoid any legal
problems

This requirement is about the
Infrastructure
privacy of service users

During an experiment in which
external devices are used
(mobile devices), there is no
relationship between the device
owner and the person involved
in the experiment. It is
important
to
keep
privacy/anonymity

Describe
connectivity options

Users must be able to find testbeds whose
network connectivity is compatible with
the experiment envisioned. In particular,
High
addressing scheme (public/private IPv4,
IPv6) and firewall policies must be taken
into account

This is also linked to facility
advertising
(the
testbed
providers being able to specify Infrastructure
and advertise resources they
are offering.)

Experimenters will need to know
what networks the testbeds
offer.

Req. statement

Req. description

Comments

Scaling decision for
computing &
network resources

Deciding if and how to change the amount
of computing or network resources
allocated to a service. For example,
High
scalable network provisioning with the
ability to control the bandwidth available
to the experiment

This could imply scaling
resources ‐ adding and
removing them from testbeds Scenario
or adding / removing a whole
testbed

This is useful in cloud‐related
and/or
network
capacity
experiments

Experiment
Deployment

Fed4FIRE must provide tools to deploy an
experiments over a subset of federated High
testbeds

Fed4FIRE must able to deploy
an experiment on multiple
Infrastructure
testbeds selected by the
experimenter.

This requirement relates to
orchestration capabilities, easing
the process of experiment
provisioning across several
testbeds

Resource Provisioning

Source

STADIUM

TREES
GEN

ST.1.004

Req. statement

Req. id

ST.1.006

ST.1.007

Priority
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Source

Req. id

Req. statement

ST.1.008

Once running, we need to have a way to
scale up and down (e.g. more VMs, fewer
VMs). Scaling resources up and down
Migrating between
dynamically at short notice is necessary.
High
providers of
Switching from one computing supplier to
computing resources
another. Deciding if and how to change
the amount of computing or network
resources allocated to a game

ST.1.009

Consented
participation of
external resources

The real owner of the external resources
used by a service user is the one that
Medium
decides whether the information is sent,
collected, etc.

PSENSING

ST.1.010

Enablement/disable
ment features on
external resources

End‐users have the final control over their
devices, so the platform should provide a
mechanism to identify the status of a Medium
feature [on/off] of an external resource in
real time.

CLOUDBE

ST.1.011

Load generation

Users should be able to generate load
(from thin clients, using traffic generators, High
etc.)

ST.1.012

Foreword capacity
planning for
computing &
network resources

Using past data and intelligence to
estimate demand and determine a scaling
Medium
plan for computing and network
resources.

PSAFETY
GAME

PSENSING

GAME

Req. description

Priority

Comments

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Justification of requirement

It is possible that some
experiments will need to change
the resources they use as the
experiment is running

In the PSENSING scenario the
information coming from
service users must only be Scenario
published with the consent of
the device owner

To simulate real life, some
features might be enabled and
disabled at will on mobile
devices

Scenario

The experimenter must be
aware of whether a concrete
mobile device is participating or
not at a given time

This refers to the possible
generation of loads on Scenario
resources (simulated or real)

Load testing might be required
by experimenters

Scenario

Capacity planning is important
for infrastructure providers in
order
to
cope
with
experimenters' demand
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3.1.3

Resource Requirements

Source

Req. id

Req. statement

Req. description

Priority

Comments

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Different
testbeds
use
different resources that do
different things, and they are
unlikely
to
be
directly
Infrastructure
comparable so looking at
standard metrics and deciding
which ones apply to each
testbed can be useful

ST.1.013

Resource
description

Resources must described in a
homogeneous manner so that the
High
experimenter
can
compare
the
experiments in different testbeds

CLOUDBE

ST.1.014

Dedicated server
grade computes

Users must be able to find resources
supporting server grade workloads,
Medium
maybe up to dedicated access to
hardware on servers

Scenario

CLOUDBE

ST.1.015

Server grade
storage

Users must be able to find resources with
Medium
access to server‐grade storage

Scenario

CLOUDBE

ST.1.016

Configurable DNS
servers

Users must be able to use DNS tricks for
Medium
load balancing

Scenario

GEN
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so
the
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Resources must be advertised
and
specified
so
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experimenter knows what to
expect
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3.1.4

Resource Reservation

Source

GEN

GAME

PSAFETY

GEN
STADIUM

Req. id

Req. statement

ST.1017

Fed4FIRE will make the distinction
Testbed
reservation between requests of local users, PhD
information
and students from other institutes
methods according to (research),
students
(practical High
experimenter
exercises), in order to know what kind
profiles/policies
of experimenter is logging in and from
where and apply policies accordingly.

ST.1.018

Having multiple resource reservation
A variety of resource options
will enable testing of
High
reservation options
different resource planning strategies
against costs

ST.1.019

ST.1.020

Req. description

Priority

If reservation is in place, rather than
Set limits for dynamic the assumption of infinite (or at least
Medium
scaling
sufficient) elasticity Fed4FIRE must
enable to possibility to set limits.

Scheduling
processing

parallel

Users must be able to access
resources on more than one testbed High
at a time and run parallel processes

Comments

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Identification of user roles –
policies could define rights
users may have on resources ‐
Infrastructure
e.g. PhD students have less
rights than a principal
investigator

Justification of requirement
There are real cases where
different classes of user have
different access rights and
privileges, and this is practiced
in the testbeds in the project.

Scenario
This requirement is related to
resource management on
testbeds, SLA management,
enforcing
limits,
making Scenario
experimenters accountable for
the resources they request
and use.

Scheduling
simultaneous
Infrastructure
access to multiple testbeds
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3.1.5

Experiment Control

Source

Req. id

Req. statement

Req. description

Priority

Comments

Scenario /
Infrastructure

This requirement can be
extended so that Fed4FIRE
provides time information
until results are available but Infrastructure
this could dependent on the
experiment than on the
federation itself.

ST.1.021

Experiment
Information

After launching an experiment,
Fed4FIRE must provide the required
Medium
time until the experiment is
provisioned and starts running

STADIUM

ST.1.022

Aggregated
information out of
single testbed's data

Capability to collect information from
different testbeds in order to furnish
Medium
an open platform with all the gathered
product data.

Scenario

GEN

ST.1.023

Access to internal and
external services from
a federated testbed

During an experiment, Fed4FIRE must
be able to automatically invoke High
services inside and outside a testbed

Scenario

GEN

STADIUM

ST.1.024

Context awareness

TREES
PSENSING

ST.1.025

Access to data
produced by other
service users

STADIUM
PSAFETY

ST.1.026

External sources of
information

During the experiment, decisions must
be autonomously taken by the
federation depending on contextual Medium
information (location of the service
user, thresholds, etc.)
Fed4FIRE must provide secure
mechanisms to retrieve information
produced by other service users
Medium
during experiments. This access
should be controlled according to
profiles
Fed4FIRE must provide the possibility
to gather information from social Medium
media. Could be simulated.
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Controlled
sharing
of
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Source
TREES

STADIUM

GEN

GEN

Req. id
ST.1.027

ST.1.028

ST.1.029

ST.1.030

Req. statement

Req. description

Priority

Experiment data set

Fed4FIRE must provide the possibility
to setup initial data‐sets over different High
facilities

Intermediate data
storage

Fed4FIRE will provide the possibility of
temporarily storing intermediate data Medium
in different testbeds

Multiple testbeds
available

Multiple testbeds of different kinds
federated together in one experiment.
For example, computing resources
and network resources connected
together, running an experiment on
resources provided by different
hosting organisations Information High
must be retrieved from several
testbeds and processed in another
one. Also, replicate data between
different clouds and redirect requests
to the appropriate data centre to
retrieve the information.

Same experiment in
different testbeds sets

Comments

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Justification of requirement

Infrastructure

Experiments
need
starting
conditions and input data ready
so the experiment can begin
running

Infrastructure

Intermediate data may be
required to provide evidence for
results, or to restart an
experiment run (e.g. if there is
check‐pointing) or because it is
required for later processing in
another testbed

Data sharing, connectivity and
experiment
management
across multiple testbeds ‐ Data Infrastructure
management & migration of
data

This is the essence of Fed4FIRE
and the reason for building a
federation

Infrastructure

It should be easy for the end
user to copy an experiment and
then
change
the
copy's
parameters. Work already done
by the experimenter does not
have to be repeated, and they
can
quickly
create
new
experiments from existing ones.

The experiment setup should be made
easy in order not to repeat the same
Medium
procedure every time (same tools,
same user, etc.)
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Source

TREES

STADIUM

Req. id

ST.1.031

ST.1.032

Req. statement

Req. description

Priority

Data input

The experimenter will have the
possibility to manually complete the
experiment data. An interface through
which the experimenter can enter
Medium
these data must be provided for this
and the data entered must be stored
in the selected facility to be used at
runtime.

Error reporting
(recovery process)

When an error during an experiment
requires manual intervention of the
High
experimenter, Fed4FIRE must clearly
guide the process for service recovery.

Comments

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Justification of requirement

Scenario

Operational errors, such as
failure of the infrastructure,
impossibility to store or Infrastructure
retrieve data are some
examples of these errors
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3.2 Measurement & Monitoring
Measuring and monitoring covers procedures and tools supporting the observation and measurement of system and experimentation facility
properties. Monitoring is useful for many reasons ‐ accounting, decision making in resource management, accountability ‐ who used what when,
capacity planning and management.
3.2.1

Source

GEN

GEN

Monitoring

Req. id

ST.2.001

ST.2.002

Req. statement

Req. description

Priority

Comments

Fed4FIRE must provide tools to create,
view,
update,
and
terminate
monitoring configurations related to
Monitoring
shared resource types or experiments.
High
management control
Monitoring data should be reportable
for visualisation and analysis purposes
with several reporting strategies (only
alarms, all data, filters, etc.)
Fed4FIRE
should
provide
the
possibility for the experimenter to
define own aggregated/composite
monitored elements out of the
available ones when designing the
experiment. Monitoring information
must cover information from different
facilities and services. Monitoring
Aggregated monitoring metrics should be compatible across
Medium
management
different facilities. For example,
Monitoring computing & network
resources' capacity. The monitored
data during an experiment runtime
will be available to the experimenter
for all components involved in the
experiment. If not aggregated, at least
monitoring information from all
involved testbeds must be provided.
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Scenario /
Infrastructure

Justification of requirement

Infrastructure

Users should be able to select
the metrics they need to
monitor, so they can get
information that is useful and
meaningful to them

Infrastructure

Give the experimenters the
basic monitoring metrics and the
ability to aggregate them into
metrics that are useful for them
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Source

TREES
STADIUM

TREES
STADIUM

STADIUM

STADIUM

Req. id

Req. statement

Req. description

Priority

Accounting/Billing

Fed4FIRE will be able to produce
registers for billing purposes and Medium
provide them to involved parties

ST.2.004

Accountability

Fed4FIRE will be able to trace all usage
for accountability purposes (testbeds,
services, quantity, time, service
delivery
completion,…).
Testbed Medium
owners should be able to trace the
origin of outgoing traffic to the user
responsible for it

ST.2.005

Real‐time monitoring
& status update

Testbeds must be monitored in real
time to provide accurate information Medium
and ease the analysis process

Error reporting &
exception handling

Fed4FIRE will deal with errors and
exceptions occurred during an
experiment and raise alerts providing
Medium
comprehensive information back to
the
experimenter,
including
information from several facilities

ST.2.003

ST.2.006

Comments

Audit and accountability. T
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Scenario /
Infrastructure

Justification of requirement

Infrastructure

In one experiment, many
different parties are involved. It
must be very clear to know who
is the charging party and how
much that party should pay for
each item

Infrastructure

This is important as it
discourages misuse of the
testbeds and provides a record
of who did what on a testbed.

Infrastructure

Users need to be informed
quickly of any notifications ‐ e.g.
breakdowns or errors, so they
can react to them

Infrastructure

Users need to be informed of
what is happening during an
experiment, in particular errors,
so they can do something about
it.
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3.2.2

Permanent Storage

Source

GEN
PSENSING

Req. id

ST.2.007

Req. statement

Req. description

Monitoring data and
experiment result
storage. Audit,
archiving,
accountability

Fed4FIRE must provide storage
facilities for the experimenter to
retrieve historical data concerning an
experiment data‐set. Data centres
High
have to keep log of data stored and
access to external resources. It is
important for audits and historical
data tracking

PSENSING

ST.2.008

Offline contributions

PSENSING

ST.2.009

Monitoring and
archive data access

Priority

Resources should be able to keep
providing information when in offline
mode. This information will be sent to
the data storage centres once the
Medium
device (service user) is connected
again. Platform should not impose any
restriction
on
providing
past
information.
Service providers (experimenters)
should be able to access real time
Medium
information, historical information of
a combination of both of them.

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Comments

This requirement involves data
management and archiving.
Questions arise about the
long‐term
storage
of
Infrastructure
experiment data ‐ access
control,
management,
curation, who pays for long
term storage.

Scenario

Historical data access
monitoring information
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of

Scenario

Justification of requirement
Long term storage of audit
records may be necessary for
legal or contractual reasons and
archiving of audit records is
good practice in general. For
example, a historical audit
record is useful in the case of a
dispute.
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3.3 Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness gathers tools and services targeted to increase the trust in FIRE considering community views on trust (e.g. academic vs.
commercial), id management, SLA management, etc.
3.3.1

Authorization

Source

Req. id

STADIUM

ST.3.001

GEN

ST.3.002

3.3.2

Source
GEN

Req. statement

Req. description

Priority

Comments

Different services in different testbeds
should be used with different
Different identifiers for identities (e.g. a shopping profile can
High
services
be integrated with a supporter profile
but waste cans require different
identifiers)
Fed4FIRE should enable the user
Single sign on for all
accessing all services /TESTBED with
testbeds required for
own privileges by performing login High
experiment
only once at
the start of the
experiment at the Fed4FIRE portal

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Justification of requirement

Scenario

Infrastructure

It is desirable to have a single
sign on for all facilities ‐ makes
things easy for the user.

Dynamic federated identity management

Req. id
ST.3.003

Req. statement

Req. description

Priority

Identity Protection

Any Identity information must be
High
protected within the Fed4FIRE system

Comments

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Privacy and data protection.
For example, passwords must Infrastructure
never be sent by email.
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This is critically important, as
failure to protect users' identity
will result in severe reputation
damage.
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Source

Req. id

GEN

3.3.3

PSENSING

GEN

Priority

Comments

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Justification of requirement

Single set of
credentials

Experimenters will use a single set of
credentials for all operations on the
High
platform (experimenting, monitoring,
etc.)

Identity management

There has to be a mechanism that
assures
service
users
and
Medium
experimenters that the providers are
trusted.

Req. statement

Req. description

Comments

ST.3.006

Backup data storage

An experimenter might be accessing
data from a testbed cloud when
network connection goes down. If an
Medium
SLA with other testbed cloud exists
then an automatic redirection to
access same information

ST.3.007

SLA template
specification

Fed4FIRE must provide a clear step‐
by‐step procedure describing how to Medium
write and SLA template

Infrastructure

This requirement is meant to be
make ease the process for
testbeds providers so that SLAs
are nor a barrier

SLA publication and
discovery

Fed4FIRE must provide the means for
infrastructure providers to publish
offerings, experimenter requirements
in terms of QoS and browse/compare
offerings. User must be aware of Medium
available offerings (including costs
associated with resources provided)
using specific criteria (e.g. privacy and
cost).

SLA
publication
and
for
resource Infrastructure
advertising
discovery

This is the most dynamic,
sustainable and efficient way of
bringing infrastructure providers
and experiments closer

ST.3.005

Having one user id for all
testbeds eases accounting and
audit to be managed more easily
than if there are multiple ids.

SLA Management

Source

GEN

Req. description

It should enable the creation
of an account on different
testbeds and/or services and
Infrastructure
link them to a unique
Fed4FIRE
user.
ID
management and mapping.
Information providers must be
identified and Fed4FIRE must
Scenario
ensure that they are who they
say they are

ST.3.004

PSENSING

Req. statement

Req. id

ST.3.008

Priority

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Justification of requirement

A clear mechanism is required
to define when to re‐negotiate
Scenario
with the same testbed and
when to change provider
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Source

GEN

Req. id

ST.3.009

Req. statement

Req. description

Priority

Aggregate SLAs and
monitoring

Fed4FIRE must provide the means to
manage and monitor a global SLA
lifecycle by joining partial SLAs
provided
by
the
underlying Medium
infrastructures
and
services.
Monitoring system values related to
the SLAs is required.

GEN

ST.3.010

SLA establishment

Fed4FIRE will allow the establishment
Medium
of an SLA with facility providers

GEN

ST.3.011

SLA re‐negotiation

It will be possible to change the terms
Low
of an already accepted SLA

PSENSING

GEN

ST.3.012

SLA agreement

ST.3.013

SLA evaluation for
individual testbeds.
SLA management,
monitoring and
capacity planning

Comments

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Justification of requirement

This requirement requires
ST.3.010 to be implemented.
Infrastructure
Aggregated SLAs will be built
joining individual ones.

A global SLA is a federation‐level
SLA managed by Fed4FIRE

Infrastructure

Important because SLAs are key
to enable management of
resources by the testbed
provider and management of
expectations and cost by the
users.

Termination of previous SLA
and negotiation of a new one Infrastructure
with the same providers or not

This requirement is meant to
provide flexibility and freedom
to the experimenter

SLAs should be defined on top of
resources capabilities. Resource's
owners should be capable of create Medium
SLAs on the fly or extend the existing
ones.
The federation must provide the
means to compare all the terms of the
SLA with the real metrics provided in
order to internally prevent violations
and to externally discover them.
Fed4FIRE must provide the means to
manage and monitor individual SLA Medium
provided
by
the
underlying
infrastructures and services. Fed4FIRE
will allow knowing how much capacity
is required for the SLAs offered and
how many SLAs we can offer with the
current available capacity.
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Scenario

Infrastructure

We need to know when the
computing
and
network
resources are approaching limits
that will prevent them from
being able to deliver the quality
of service, and what to do about
this situation
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Source

GEN

Req. id

ST.3.014

Req. statement

Req. description

SLA negotiation

There will be a mechanism for a
bargain‐like transaction to agree SLA
Low
conditions between the customer and
the provider

GEN

ST.3.015

Feedback on SLAs

GEN

ST.3.016

SLA violation
notification

Priority

Users must be able to provide
feedback, ranking or rating of the SLAs
offered and received, including Medium
negative comments when SLAs have
been violated
Users must receive a notification as
Low
soon as an SLA violation is raised

Comments

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Justification of requirement
Infrastructure providers could
offer a limited number of
offerings (e.g. Best Effort and
Premium) at different prices and
experimenters would choose
frmo a menu

Scenario

This requirement is linked to
Infrastructure
monitoring
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Experimenters would appreciate
to be informed of SLA issues
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3.3.4

Trust and User Experience

Source

Req. id

Req. statement

Req. description

Priority

A user will be able to change providers
Low
when SLAs are not satisfactory

Comments

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Justification of requirement

Infrastructure

This requirement is useful in
case there are other available
testbeds to provide the same
service

Infrastructure

Security is crucial in every
experiment

GEN

ST.3.017

Change of provider

PSENSING

ST.3.018

Secure transmission of
data

TREES

ST.3.019

Service user profiles
for different services

PSENSING

ST.3.020

Privacy (external
resources)

Mechanism to unbind data from
owner or real device identity for Medium
experimenters or service users.

The device owner and the
service user might not be the Scenario
same person

PSENSING

ST.3.021

Access control lists

Policies that enable the definition of
which information can be accessible High
and by who.

Access only to authorized
Infrastructure
resources

This requirement is related to
access control to restricted
information.

This is linked to reputation

This is a way for experimenters
to share their experiences in
Fed4FIRE

GEN

ST.3.022

User satisfaction

PSENSING

ST.3.023

User notifications

PSENSING

ST.3.024

Access level to data
controlled by profiles

External resources should establish a
trusted and secure connection with High
data centres
In addition to basic authorisation
information,
additional
profiles
Medium
related to a specific services must be
definable for one service user

Provide the unified means (polls, etc.)
to get end user opinion on service
deployed on top of the facilities
Medium
provided on Fed4FIRE. Users must be
able to visualise comments and
ratings provided by other users
Service providers can register to
notifications
on
changes
on Medium
information of their interest
There should exist profiles that,
depending on SLA and user
agreements, make it possible for Medium
service providers to access more or
less precise data.

Scenario
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Scenario

Scenario
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Source
TREES

Req. id
ST.3.026

Req. statement

Req. description

Priority

Store offline data for
later upload

When experiment data cannot be
uploaded to their final destination for
connectivity issues, they must be kept High
and uploaded when the connection is
re‐established

Comments

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Justification of requirement

Scenario

3.4 Facility Management
3.4.1

Source

GEN

Interconnectivity

Req. id

Req. statement

Req. description

Priority

ST.4.001

Access between
testbeds
(interconnectivity)

WAN links/public internet access
between testbeds with detailed
High
monitoring for accountability (for
testbed provider)

Comments
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Scenario /
Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Justification of requirement
This is an important requirement
because it enables testbeds to
talk to one another ‐ this is a
fundamental part of the
federation.
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3.4.2

Source
GEN

GEN

3.4.3

Source

GEN

Policy

Req. id

Req. statement

Req. description

ST.4.002

Describe and
implement access
policy

Within the limits accepted by all
parties in the federation, testbed
High
owners should be able to control
access to their testbed

ST.4.003

Enable testbed access
to users outside the
federation

Priority

Comments

Scenario /
Infrastructure

Justification of requirement

This requirement is linked to
Infrastructure
monitoring

Infrastructure providers need to
be able to establish access
policies in order to prevent
misuse.

Infrastructure

This
is
an
important
requirement,
as
testbed
providers will want to manage
their own access control policies
themselves, but also be able to
grant managed access to some
of their resources to Fed4Fire
users.

Within the limits accepted by all
parties in the federation, testbed
owners should be able to grant High
credentials to users outside the scope
of the federation for local usage

Self‐advertisement

Req. id

Req. statement

Req. description

Priority

ST.4.004

Testbed owners must present to
funding
parties
data
about
* scientific relevance of their testbed,
probably by tracking publication
linked to past usage and success
stories
Testbed advertisement * socio‐economic impact, in particular Medium
usage of the platform by industry and
SMEs
* type of experiments run using their
testbed
* user provenance (geographic and
type of users)

Comments
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Scenario /
Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Justification of requirement

The advertisement of testbeds
will foster competition among
infrastructure providers
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4 Conclusions
4.1 High‐priority requirements
The following table lists all HIGH PRIORITY requirements together for tracking purposes. These
requirements are considered essential and their implementation should be included in the first cycle
developments much as possible and as long as this is feasible in terms of other constraints (e.g.
effort).

Area

Area /
Functional
Domain

Field

Resource
Discovery

Req. id

Req. statement

Describe
ST.1.005 connectivity
options

Scaling decision
for computing &
ST.1.006
network
resources

Experiment
Workflow
and Lifecycle
Management

Users must be able to find testbeds
whose
network
connectivity
is
compatible
with
the
experiment
envisioned. In particular, addressing
scheme (public/private IPv4, IPv6) and
firewall policies must be taken into
account
Deciding if and how to change the
amount of computing or network
resources allocated to a service. For
example, scalable network provisioning
with the ability to control the bandwidth
available to the experiment

Experiment
Deployment

Fed4FIRE must provide tools to deploy an
experiments over a subset of federated
testbeds

Migrating
between
ST.1.008 providers of
computing
resources

Once running, we need to have a way to
scale up and down (e.g. more VMs, fewer
VMs). Scaling resources up and down
dynamically at short notice is necessary.
Switching from one computing supplier
to another. Deciding if and how to
change the amount of computing or
network resources allocated to a game

ST.1.011 Load generation

Users should be able to generate load
(from thin clients, using traffic
generators, etc.)

ST.1.007

Resource
Provisioning

Req. description

1
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Area

Area /
Functional
Domain

Field

Req. id

Req. statement

Resource
Resource
Requirement ST.1.013
description
s

ST.1017

Resource
Reservation

Experiment
Control

Testbed
reservation
information and
methods
according to
experimenter
profiles/policies

Req. description

Resources must described in a
homogeneous manner so that the
experimenter
can
compare
the
experiments in different testbeds

Fed4FIRE will make the distinction
between requests of local users, PhD
students from other institutes (research),
students (practical exercises), in order to
know what kind of experimenter is
logging in and from where and apply
policies accordingly.

A variety of
resource
ST.1.018
reservation
options

Having multiple resource reservation
options will enable testing of different
resource planning strategies against costs

Scheduling
ST.1.020 parallel
processing

Users must be able to access resources
on more than one testbed at a time and
run parallel processes

Access to
internal and
During an experiment, Fed4FIRE must be
ST.1.023 external services able to automatically invoke services
from a federated inside and outside a testbed
testbed

ST.1.027

Experiment data
set

Fed4FIRE must provide the possibility to
setup initial data‐sets over different
facilities
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Area

2

Area /
Functional
Domain

Field

Req. statement

Multiple
ST.1.029 testbeds
available

Error reporting
ST.1.032 (recovery
process)

When an error during an experiment
requires manual intervention of the
experimenter, Fed4FIRE must clearly
guide the process for service recovery.

Monitoring

Monitoring
ST.2.001 management
control

Fed4FIRE must provide tools to create,
view, update, and terminate monitoring
configurations related to shared resource
types or experiments. Monitoring data
should be reportable for visualisation and
analysis purposes with several reporting
strategies (only alarms, all data, filters,
etc.)

Permanent
Storage

Monitoring data
and experiment
ST.2.007 result storage.
Audit, archiving,
accountability

Fed4FIRE must provide storage facilities
for the experimenter to retrieve historical
data concerning an experiment data‐set.
Data centres have to keep log of data
stored and access to external resources.
It is important for audits and historical
data tracking

Different
ST.3.001 identifiers for
services

Different services in different testbeds
should be used with different identities
(e.g. a shopping profile can be integrated
with a supporter profile but waste cans
require different identifiers)

Measuremen
t&
Monitoring

Trustworthin
ess

Req. description

Multiple testbeds of different kinds
federated together in one experiment.
For example, computing resources and
network resources connected together,
running an experiment on resources
provided
by
different
hosting
organisations Information must be
retrieved from several testbeds and
processed in another one. Also, replicate
data between different clouds and
redirect requests to the appropriate data
centre to retrieve the information.

Authorization
3

Req. id

Fed4FIRE should enable the user
Single sign on for
accessing all services /TESTBED with own
all testbeds
ST.3.002
privileges by performing login only once
required for
at the start of the experiment at the
experiment
Fed4FIRE portal

Dynamic
federated
Identity
ST.3.003
identity
Protection
management

Any Identity information must be
protected within the Fed4FIRE system
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Area

Area /
Functional
Domain

Field

Req. id

Req. statement

Single set of
ST.3.004
credentials

Req. description

Experimenters will use a single set of
credentials for all operations on the
platform (experimenting, monitoring,
etc.)

Secure
ST.3.018 transmission of
data
Trust and
User
Experience

External resources should establish a
trusted and secure connection with data
centres
Policies that enable the definition of
Access control
ST.3.021
which information can be accessible and
lists
by who.
When experiment data cannot be
uploaded to their final destination for
Store offline data
ST.3.026
connectivity issues, they must be kept
for later upload
and uploaded when the connection is re‐
established

Access between
Interconnecti
testbeds
ST.4.001
vity
(interconnectivit
y)

4

Facility
management

WAN links/public internet access
between
testbeds
with
detailed
monitoring for accountability (for testbed
provider)

Describe and
ST.4.002 implement
access policy

Within the limits accepted by all parties
in the federation, testbed owners should
be able to control access to their testbed

Enable testbed
access to users
ST.4.003
outside the
federation

Within the limits accepted by all parties
in the federation, testbed owners should
be able to grant credentials to users
outside the scope of the federation for
local usage

Policy
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4.2 Medium‐priority requirements
The following table lists all MEDIUM PRIORITY requirements together for tracking purposes. These
requirements are considered as important and, although not essential, their implementation could
be included in the first cycle developments as long as this is feasible in terms of effort. If not
developed, they must at lease be taken into account during design of the first phase in order to avoid
later reworking or costly adaptations.

Area

Area /
Functional
Domain

Field

Req. id

Req. statement

Update of
resources list on
ST.1.001
external
resources

Resource
Discovery
Experiment
Workflow
and Lifecycle
Management

Req. description

Fed4FIRE must provide information
concerning existing and available
resources across testbeds. Provide up to
date information of available devices
automatically

Fed4FIRE must recover automatically
from the disappearance of a resource
Resilience to
and maintain the continuity of
resources
ST.1.002
experiments, the user's experience will
appearing and
be enhanced. Moreover, Fed4FIRE should
disappearing
allow auto‐registration of external
resources (e.g. mobile devices).
Fed4FIRE should provide a standardised
way of registering and unregistering
external devices that contribute to
generate new information to be stored
Unified interface on a testbed. This way, experimenters
for register
will only have to communicate with this
ST.1.003
external
component/interface to cope with the
resources
registration and deregistration of the
external resources. External resources
include different devices, from an
smartphone, tablet, to a dedicated user
hardware etc.
The real id or owner of the device
Identity. External (external resource involved in an
ST.1.004 resource
experiment) has to be kept hidden for
anonymity
Service Users in order to avoid any legal
problems

Resource
Provisioning

Consented
participation of
ST.1.009
external
resources

The real owner of the external resources
used by a service user is the one that
decides whether the information is sent,
collected, etc.

1
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Area

Area /
Functional
Domain

Field

Req. id

Req. statement

Req. description

End‐users have the final control over
Enablement/disa
their devices, so the platform should
blement features
ST.1.010
provide a mechanism to identify the
on external
status of a feature [on/off] of an external
resources
resource in real time.

Foreword
capacity planning
ST.1.012 for computing &
network
resources

Using past data and intelligence to
estimate demand and determine a
scaling plan for computing and network
resources.

Users must be able to find resources
Dedicated server supporting server grade workloads,
ST.1.014
grade computes maybe up to dedicated access to
hardware on servers

Resource
Server grade
Requirement ST.1.015
storage
s

Users must be able to find resources with
access to server‐grade storage

Configurable
DNS servers

Users must be able to use DNS tricks for
load balancing

ST.1.016

Resource
Reservation

Set limits for
ST.1.019
dynamic scaling

If reservation is in place, rather than the
assumption of infinite (or at least
sufficient) elasticity Fed4FIRE must
enable to possibility to set limits.

Experiment
Control

Experiment
ST.1.021
Information

After launching an experiment, Fed4FIRE
must provide the required time until the
experiment is provisioned and starts
running
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Area

Area /
Functional
Domain

Field

Req. id

Req. statement

Aggregated
information out
ST.1.022
of single
testbed's data

ST.1.024

Context
awareness

Access to data
produced by
ST.1.025
other service
users

Req. description

Capability to collect information from
different testbeds in order to furnish an
open platform with all the gathered
product data.

During the experiment, decisions must be
autonomously taken by the federation
depending on contextual information
(location of the service user, thresholds,
etc.)

Fed4FIRE
must
provide
secure
mechanisms to retrieve information
produced by other service users during
experiments. This access should be
controlled according to profiles

ST.1.026

External sources
of information

Fed4FIRE must provide the possibility to
gather information from social media.
Could be simulated.

ST.1.028

Intermediate
data storage

Fed4FIRE will provide the possibility of
temporarily storing intermediate data in
different testbeds

Same
experiment in
ST.1.030
different
testbeds sets

The experiment setup should be made
easy in order not to repeat the same
procedure every time (same tools, same
user, etc.)

ST.1.031 Data input

The experimenter will have the possibility
to manually complete the experiment
data. An interface through which the
experimenter can enter these data must
be provided for this and the data entered
must be stored in the selected facility to
be used at runtime.
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Area

Area /
Functional
Domain

Field

Req. id

Req. statement

Aggregated
ST.2.002 monitoring
management

Monitoring

2

Measuremen
t&
Monitoring

Permanent
Storage

ST.2.003

Req. description

Fed4FIRE should provide the possibility
for the experimenter to define own
aggregated/composite
monitored
elements out of the available ones when
designing the experiment. Monitoring
information must cover information from
different
facilities
and
services.
Monitoring metrics should be compatible
across different facilities. For example,
Monitoring computing & network
resources' capacity. The monitored data
during an experiment runtime will be
available to the experimenter for all
components involved in the experiment.
If not aggregated, at least monitoring
information from all involved testbeds
must be provided.

Fed4FIRE will be able to produce registers
Accounting/Billin
for billing purposes and provide them to
g
involved parties

ST.2.004 Accountability

Fed4FIRE will be able to trace all usage
for accountability purposes (testbeds,
services, quantity, time, service delivery
completion,…). Testbed owners should
be able to trace the origin of outgoing
traffic to the user responsible for it

Real‐time
ST.2.005 monitoring &
status update

Testbeds must be monitored in real time
to provide accurate information and ease
the analysis process

Fed4FIRE will deal with errors and
exceptions
occurred
during
an
Error reporting &
experiment and raise alerts providing
ST.2.006 exception
comprehensive information back to the
handling
experimenter, including information from
several facilities
Resources should be able to keep
providing information when in offline
mode. This information will be sent to
Offline
ST.2.008
the data storage centres once the device
contributions
(service user) is connected again.
Platform should not impose any
restriction on providing past information.
Monitoring and
ST.2.009 archive data
access

Service providers (experimenters) should
be able to access real time information,
historical information of a combination of
both of them.
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Area

Area /
Functional
Domain

Field

Req. id

Req. statement

Dynamic
federated
Identity
ST.3.005
identity
management
management

Trustworthin
ess

There has to be a mechanism that
assures service users and experimenters
that the providers are trusted.

ST.3.006

Backup data
storage

An experimenter might be accessing data
from a testbed cloud when network
connection goes down. If an SLA with
other testbed cloud exists then an
automatic redirection to access same
information

ST.3.007

SLA template
specification

Fed4FIRE must provide a clear step‐by‐
step procedure describing how to write
and SLA template

ST.3.008

3

Req. description

SLA publication
and discovery

Aggregate SLAs
ST.3.009
SLA
and monitoring
Management

ST.3.010

SLA
establishment

ST.3.012 SLA agreement

Fed4FIRE must provide the means for
infrastructure providers to publish
offerings, experimenter requirements in
terms of QoS and browse/compare
offerings. User must be aware of
available offerings (including costs
associated with resources provided) using
specific criteria (e.g. privacy and cost).
Fed4FIRE must provide the means to
manage and monitor a global SLA
lifecycle by joining partial SLAs provided
by the underlying infrastructures and
services. Monitoring system values
related to the SLAs is required.
Fed4FIRE will allow the establishment of
an SLA with facility providers
SLAs should be defined on top of
resources capabilities. Resource's owners
should be capable of create SLAs on the
fly or extend the existing ones.

The federation must provide the means
to compare all the terms of the SLA with
the real metrics provided in order to
SLA evaluation
internally prevent violations and to
for individual
externally discover them. Fed4FIRE must
testbeds. SLA
provide the means to manage and
ST.3.013
management,
monitor individual SLA provided by the
monitoring and
underlying infrastructures and services.
capacity planning Fed4FIRE will allow knowing how much
capacity is required for the SLAs offered
and how many SLAs we can offer with the
current available capacity.
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Area

Area /
Functional
Domain

Field

Req. id

Req. statement

Feedback on
ST.3.015
SLAs

Req. description

Users must be able to provide feedback,
ranking or rating of the SLAs offered and
received, including negative comments
when SLAs have been violated

In addition to basic authorisation
Service user
information, additional profiles related to
ST.3.019 profiles for
a specific services must be definable for
different services
one service user

Privacy (external
resources)

Mechanism to unbind data from owner
or real device identity for experimenters
or service users.

ST.3.022 User satisfaction

Provide the unified means (polls, etc.) to
get end user opinion on service deployed
on top of the facilities provided on
Fed4FIRE. Users must be able to visualise
comments and ratings provided by other
users

ST.3.020

Trust and
User
Experience

ST.3.023

4

User
notifications

Service providers can register to
notifications on changes on information
of their interest

Access level to
ST.3.024 data controlled
by profiles

There should exist profiles that,
depending on SLA and user agreements,
make it possible for service providers to
access more or less precise data.

Self‐
Facility
Testbed
advertisemen ST.4.004
management
advertisement
t

Testbed owners must present to funding
parties
data
about
* scientific relevance of their testbed,
probably by tracking publication linked to
past usage and success stories
* socio‐economic impact, in particular
usage of the platform by industry and
SMEs
* type of experiments run using their
testbed
* user provenance (geographic and type
of users)
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